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Where the violets are smiling in the breeze, there our
You were the bright star my weary heart to guide— I...

happy tale of love we'll tell..... I am waiting in the wildwood, Es-sie,
long to hear your winning voice again.....

dear, Beside the stream that murmurs sweet and low,

nook we've known since childhood, Es-sie, dear...... Where oft we've met in happy days ago.

I am waiting, Es-sie, dear.
I am waiting in the wood, Es-sie, dear,
Linger not, but hasten to me, Es-sie, dear,

Down-side the stream that murmurs sweet and low
In the nook we've known since childhood, Es-sie,
where we've roam'd in merry days "lang syne,"
I am waiting here to greet thee, Es-sie,
dear,
Where sunbeams on the ripples come and go,

Dear,
For I long to hear you whisper "ev-e-er thine,"
Oh, I

head the birds are singing in the trees,
While their joy-ous car-ols ech-o thro' the
love you more than all the world beside;
Ev-er true you've been in sor-row and in

I am waiting, Es-sie, dear.
CHORUS.

I am waiting, I am waiting, Beside the stream that murmurs sweet and low, In the

Beside the stream that murmurs sweet,

Beside the stream that murmurs sweet, Beside the stream that murmurs sweet and low,..... In the

nook we've known since childhood, Es-sie, dear, Where oft we've met in happy days a-go......

nook we've known since childhood, Es-sie, dear, Where oft we've met in happy days a-go......

am waiting, Es-sie, dear.
CHORUS.

FAIR.

I am waiting, I am waiting, Beside the stream that murmurs sweet and low, In the

ALTO. p

Beside the stream that murmurs sweet,

TENOR. p

Beside the stream that murmurs sweet, Beside the stream that murmurs sweet and low, In the

BASS. p

nook we've known since childhood, Es-sie, dear, Where oft we've met in happy days ago

ritard.

nook we've known since childhood, Es-sie, dear, Where oft we've met in happy days ago

ritard.

am waiting Es-sie, dear.
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